
K-2 Newsletter April 8, 2022
We had a good first week back from break. The students came back ready
to work and several have clipped up daily for making wise choices and
being well behaved.  Now if only the weather would behave!

Because of no school on Good Friday, our spelling tests will be on
Thursday this week.

Spelling Words for the Friday after spring break

Kindergarten: as, was, has, is, his

First grade: hop, hops, hopped, hopping, rub, rubs, rubbed, rubbing,
skipped, hitting, hugged, getting, pinned, don’t , were

Second grade: untie, repair, fountain, author, biscuit, research, curb,
thirsty, afar, inquire, warning, caterpillar, vowel, earn cities, Dr. ft. (All are
review words)

Bible verse
Psalm 23:5 “You prepare a table before me in the presence of my
enemies. You anoint my head with oil. My cup overflows.”

Subject Updates
Kindergarteners are working with time - telling what takes longer or shorter,
what would come before or after, and what time one hour before or after
would be. In language, they are learning blends such as bl, br, dr, pl, pr,
and ck along with sh and th.

First graders are adding and subtracting with ten frames. In phonics they
learn the “wr” sound and worked on reading comprehension skills.

Second graders are adding three two digit numbers together and finding
missing numbers.  In language, they continue working with adjectives.



In Bible, we reviewed the miracles of Jesus studied before break and
learned how He fed more than 5000 people with only 5 loaves and 2 small
fish.  Next wee, we will turn our attention to the Easter story.

Science - The students made predictions about orbies. They predicted if
orbies put in colored water would stay clear or become colored. Then we
put orbies into red, blue, green, and clear water to check our predictions.
Now we are letting them dry to see if the color stays in them or evaporates
with the water. The students demonstrated good thinking skills as they
reasoned out what their predictions would be.


